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PRESS RELEASE
IMMEDIATE RELEASE – August 2nd 2021

Aero Norway strengthens sales team with the appointment of
Ramon Peters as Global Director of Sales & Marketing
Stavanger, August 2nd 2021: Aero Norway, the independent engine
MRO provider and trusted partner for customers operating CFM56-3,
CFM56-5B and 7B engines, announces the appointment of Ramon
Peters as Global Director of Sales & Marketing. He will support Aero
Norway’s growth strategy and focus on best-in-class service for its
expanding global customer base.
Peters joins Aero Norway with more than twenty-five years’
experience in aircraft MRO having worked for Cargolux Airlines,
Chromalloy, DutchAero and most recently Fokker Services. His
appointment will spearhead a programme of continuous improvement within the
knowledgeable sales team facilitating efficiency and enhancing working relationships.
Aero Norway’s independence is a key catalyst behind the Company’s accelerated growth.
Being an independent specialist engine MRO with more than 25 years’ approved CFM repair
station status enables it to focus on delivering an exceptional range of workscopes alongside
industry renowned EGT margins.
“We welcome Ramon to the sales team where his deep industry knowledge and firm
relationships with airlines and lessors will help steer our ever-growing customer support efforts
worldwide” says CEO Glenford Marston. “Our strengths lie in the personal touch, we have the
ability - and the flexibility - to deliver quality engine MRO to the highest level on time, every
time – that is the message he will share.”
“With Aero Norway hosting the Aero Engines Europe Conference coming up in September, this
is certainly an exciting time to be joining the team,” comments Peters. “The ability to offer
bespoke engine MRO solutions sets Aero Norway apart and operators of all sizes expect that
versatility from us. Expanding Aero Norway’s global network and promoting its ever-increasing
capabilities is a challenge I am eager to grasp.”
Aero Norway AS is an authorised CFM repair station based in Stavanger Airport, Sola, Norway. The modern facility was
designed specifically to provide MRO services for CFM56® engine variants and is fully equipped with all the necessary
equipment to provide high quality maintenance services with industry recognised EGT margins for CFM56-3, CFM565B and CFM56-7B engines. Aero Norway offers a full range of engine MRO services: engine repair & overhaul;
maintenance & repairs; engine test cell runs; full restoration; back shop parts repair; engine investigation; special
customer requests; and non-destructive testing & diagnostics. Aero Norway is multi-release FAA, EASA, TCCA, CAAC,
GCAA, DGCA and ECAA certified. Visit www.aeronorway.no
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